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Details of Visit:

Author: UK John Thomas
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 1 Jun 2011 19:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour +
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://angel-caitlin.com/
Phone: 07407497032

The Premises:

It was a big brand name hotel chain in Corby.

The Lady:

This lady is around 5'8" great figure and amazing bust. One to make you mouth water.

The Story:

I?m not in the UK much at the minute but it looks like business trips are going to become a regular
thing so I thought I would wake up my old hobby and have some fun and my first experience back
was AMAZING.

Having some business in Northamptonshire and having already booked my overnight
accommodation for the trip I set about looking for someone in the area. I did not find many ladies in
the immediate vicinity but did manage to locate a real gem in Caitlin.

I emailed her initially and we had several exciting conversations on MSN before arranging a time
over the phone.

On the day of the meeting I called her in the afternoon to confirm and give her the hotel room
details. Caitlin arrived spot on time wearing a great looking full length dress highlighting a fabulous
bust and figure, better than I had imaged based on her website (which is being updated soon).

I offered Caitlin a glass of red wine which she declined saying she preferred a nice rose. We sorted
the finances out which were exactly as expected and we had sat on the sofa in the room and had a
brief chat about this and that, before Caitlin inquired about my likes and dislikes and we established
some basic suggestions for our play as I don?t like to set anything in stone these days, rather just
going with the flow.

We quickly moved into some fairly passionate kissing, enthusiasm is not something this sexy young
lady is short of. Caitlin pushed me away a little asking if we should take this to the bed. We stood
from the sofa and as we did she wasted no time in sliding her long dress down to the floor revealing
some very appealing underwear, a sexy cami type affair with attached stockings and no panties!
Well that got the blood racing all the more.
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Caitlin has a fantastic bottom, and I couldn?t help but reach out for a squeeze for which I was
rewarded a little smile as she walked to the bed. I do not think I have ever gotten undressed as
quick in my life. Caitlin exudes sex appeal like few escorts I?ve met.

Once on the bed the kissing continued and she had no hesitation in taking my now hard JT in hand
and working him as we smooched. She pushed me back on to the bed a little and away from kissing
sitting up and working her way down to JT who she was squeezing a little, just that right amount of
pressure and straight in her mouth and for the short time I could take it was absolutely amazing.
This is a lady who loves sex and oral is a good measuring stick. I freely admit I was not going to last
long so had to lift her off JT. We kissed some more and I slid the straps of the cami over her
shoulders and unwrapped her fantastic 34F or G breasts which I kissed and played with while
sliding a hand down to gently massage her gently between her legs all the while she had that same
firm grip on JT working him.

I ask Caitlin to rest back on the bed and kissed my way down to her pussy which is completely hair
free and began slow oral which, I started slow which seemed pleasing but she encouraged me to go
a little firmer and faster and I was happy to oblige, after a few minutes of firm oral Caitlin was
squirming and was extremely wet and shortly after I was rewarded with a shuddering climax.

Caitlin reached for the rubber from her bag by the bed and on it went, the sex in missionary with her
legs over my shoulders was fast and frenzied and although I don?t think she climaxed I most
certainly did and I think I almost burst a blood vessel in the process. Amazing!

We rested on the bed for a few minutes before Caitlin took me in hand again, I was doubtful I would
be going a second round as I was exhausted. However after some oral on Caitlin during which
firmly pushed back this time and suggested I slid in a finger and again I was rewarded with what felt
like a great climax from this young woman. Some sexy chat and some of her great hand and mouth
work I was up and ready to go and wow was it worth it, on with the rubber and we dived straight into
doggy and the sight of Caitlin?s behind is almost to much to take, I suggest we change positions
and Caitlin decides to take the rains in Cow Girl and she rode me hard with her fantastic breasts
bouncing there was no question where this was going and I came but it didn?t stop Caitlin was on
the cusp of something and climaxed amazingly and I?m sure squirted a little also. More amazing
than I had expected.

If you are in the area or staying over near Corby I highly recommend Caitlin, be very nice to this
young lady, she is a rare treat.
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